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What's Happening with Miss Becky?

Tribute to my dad
This newsletter will be a sad but happy one. On September 14, 2023, my dad,

Tom Dwinnell went to be with the Lord after a long battle with cancer and
Alzheimers.

Yes I miss him terribly but he is with his Lord that he loved with all his
heart, soul and mind. He would pray for not only his family but everyone

who he came in contact with. I have put pictures of my dad in this newsletter.
Hope you enjoy them.

Please keep my family and me in your prayers in the coming days, weeks and
months.

Love you all,
Miss Becky

I am enclosing the tribute that I read at dad's memorial:
That's our dad

I want to tell you about my gentle giant:
Watching my dad play hockey and getting checked against the wall -That's

our dad
Leading Sunday school songs like “I love to go to Sunday school”- That's

our dad
Preaching from the pulpit -That's our dad

Singing in Heartsong -That's our dad
That person that gives me the look -That's our dad

Putting his gentle hand on my shoulder- That's our dad
Living with me after our house burnt, kneeling by my bed every morning,

praying for our day -Tha'ts our dad
People coming to me saying how they love my dads hugs- Tha'ts our dad

Coming to help with my house with electrical stuff -That's our dad
Reading his Bible every morning after breakfast- That's our dad

Providing for his family many hours -That's our dad
Loving everyone with all his heart -That's our dad

Teaching Sunday school -That's our dad
Skating hand in hand, arm in arm...holding me up -That's our dad

Being a faithful prayer warrior -That's our dad
Pulling us on the water weenie, dunking us with a big NO huge smile That's

our dad
The list could go on and on

But here are a few stories to explain some of the above: 

Living in Canada: Jan and I were supposed to be in bed but what were a 6
and 3 year old to do but play. We heard dad coming down the hallway, Jan

jumps into bed (being the smart one) but I jump into the closet
(door). The only thing dad did was give me the look and point to the bed

and say "get into bed"

Flying: One time dad and I went flying and he said if anything was to
happen to him it would be good for me to learn enough just to fly and land
sooooo… we took off and and he said lets fly over to Tustamena Lake or

Skilak lake….he said it is the big one….well pilots you know how many
lakes….anyhow he helped me fly over the lake…..taking the controls to help

me.

Target practice: I love shooting so one day we decided to go target
practicing…..we went out to the Gaede eighty airstrip….walked around the
woods for awhile…..then put out the target….set up a sleeping bag on the
front of the car as my elbow rest…..dad said take a deep breath let out

slowly pull the trigger….ok, deep breath, let out slowly, pull the trigger….as
I was doing that I feel dad put his hand on my shoulder….said "you got

this"…..and as I shot all of sudden there was feathers ALL over….I shot a
hole through the sleeping bag…..part of the sleeping bag was sticking up in

front of the barrel….scope was on top of the barrel…didn’t see the
sleeping bag…I looked at dad, he looked at me and said “Don’t tell your

mother"…..we started moving into our Longmere house and I come across a
black bag I opened it and it was the sleeping bag…showed it to dad and he

looks at me and said very quietly "throw it away"

I could go on and on about our dad, the gentle giant.

Dad is my gentle giant

He was there for me whether it was taking the controls, praying for our
family, putting his hand on my shoulder and saying" you got this"…
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What's Happening at SOAR?
STUFF A STOCKING PROJECT

Last year SOAR distributed Stockings
with Bibles in Russia, Abkhazia, Moldova,
and Ukraine sharing Christ with children
in need. We praise God for extending
Stuff A Stocking to include at-risk
Moldovan children and Ukrainian
refugees last year. Please join us in
asking the Lord of the harvest to supply
stockings for these children again this
Christmas season.

 Prayer Requests
Our family as we grieve
SAS project

Praises
SOAR celebrated 25 years

Miss Becky's Kids Corner

Games with Miss Becky:
How long has Miss Becky been
working at SOAR?

Moldova Fun Facts
Moldova ranks seventh in the world in

the production of walnuts
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